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 Part 1 - Open to the Public 
 

 

 

 
 

REPORT OF THE STRATEGIC DIRECTOR PLACE 

 
 

TO PLANNING AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
 

LEAD MEMBER BRIEFING 
 

15th April 2021 

 
 

SALFORD CITY COUNCIL (FOREST BANK CAR PARK, SALFORD) 
(OFF-STREET PARKING PLACES) ORDER 2021 

 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
That the Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development consider the objection, 
the contents of this report and the deliberations of the Traffic Advisory Panel and make a 
decision to: 
 
Overrule the objection in full and authorise the making of the Traffic Regulation Order in the 
form given in the Notice of Proposals as set out in Appendix 1 hereto. 

 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:  
 
A request has been received by the Swinton and Pendlebury Highway Task Group to 
introduce a ‘Off Street Parking Bays operative Monday – Sunday 9am-5pm – 4 hours no 
return within 2 hours’ Traffic Regulation Order, in line with the attached plan and schedule. 
 
The Traffic Management Unit have been formally consulted on the proposals for introducing 
an off-street parking place Traffic Regulation Order on 7th November 2019 and there were 
no objections received. 
 
The TRO was legally advertised on 6th February 2020 for 21 days, during which time one 
objection received. The objection has been reviewed and further information forwarded to 
the objector with a request that the objection be rescinded. The objector wishes to maintain 
the objection. 
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BACKGROUND: 
 
The Forest Bank Car Park is located off Agecroft Road and is provided and maintained 
primarily to serve the green spaces in the locality. A number of complaints have been made 
with regard to the difficulties that users of the car park experience due to its use by nearby 
businesses on Forest Bank. 
 
Introducing a time limit at this location will remove the all-day parking that currently takes 
place and create a turnover of spaces for visitors to local amenities.  
 
The Greenspace team have been consulted and have suggested that a 4 hour time limit 
would be appropriate at this car park enabling users to access the wider greenspaces from 
the car park. 
 
Introducing the Off-Street Parking Order at this location will remove the all-day parking that 
currently takes place and help create a turnover of spaces, improving accessibility to the 
area. 
  
The Proposal includes 3 new signs to mount on existing street lighting columns advising of 
the time limit. 
 
INTRODUCTION ‘OFF STREET PARKING’ TRO. 
 
The affected lengths of the proposals are detailed in this report and indicated on the plan 
(Appendix 2). 

 
 
THE OBJECTION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE OBJECTION 
 

Objector’s Comments Response to the Objector 

I am writing to object to the alteration / extension 
of the Forest Bank car park, for the following 
reasons. 
 
The car park has for very many years and still is 
adequate for its use (which is park users only) 
 
Due to Central government austerity councils 
have very limited resources and should spend 
them wisely for the maximum greater good. 
 
There is one primary reason  that parking 
problems now arise for park users and that is the 
arrival of the […] company […]. 

The request for the time limit has been 
made to the Highways Task Group, 
primarily due to the practice of nearby 
businesses taking up the space on the car 
park, preventing greenspace users from 
parking. 
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There are now many occasions when its either 
difficult to find a parking spot or there are non at 
all because its full of their vehicles including at 
least one derelict vehicle that is without a 
steering wheel, SORNED and without MOT and 
has sat there for months. […] 

There is no intention to create parking for 
the business, but merely to put in place 
measures to, hopefully, make more the 
existing spaces available to park users. The 
restrictions are on the spaces already there 
to remove the long stay parking and still 
provide a long enough stay for park users to 
enjoy the area. 

These issues have been raised with the 
Environmental Team. 

It is unclear to me if your application is to create a 
further 22 car parking spaces or unilaterally 
impose restrictions on the spaces already there? 
 
If it is just the imposition of restrictions you are in 
effect penalising park users for the rule breaking 
of […] who should not be using it at all. 
 
If you are creating a further 22 car parking spaces 
you would in effect be subsidising a private 
company's facilities with public funds. 
 
In addition [company] regularly parks very many 
vehicles on both the double yellow lines outside 
their business and on the pavement. 
 
It is usual when I visit for 6 vehicles including very 
large car transporters and other large vans to be 
parked on double yellow lines and the pavement. 
 
On one recent visit to the park the entirety of the 
frontage of the […] business and its double yellow 
lines and pavement were covered with parked 
vehicles. This included opposite the exit of the 
park car park making creating a hazard. 
 
[Company] along with its very noisy and 
seemingly constantly running generator / 
compressor had no business moving to a location 
that it clearly must have known could not serve its 
purpose without it making a public nuisance of 
itself. 

The proposal is for a restriction on the 
existing car park. 
 
The duration of restriction has been carried 
out in consultation with Greenspaces and 
the Forestry Commission. 
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Please neither penalise the park users with 
restrictions they have not earned and do not 
deserve, nor subsidise [company] by creating 
extra spaces. 
 
Please instead ensure parking laws and 
restrictions are policed as they should be as 
currently [company] operate with impunity and 
do as they please to the detriment of the tax 
paying park users. 

The proposal is for a restriction on the 
existing car park. 
 
This road is private and does not have a 
current TRO in place to enable the Council 
to carry out enforcement. 
 
Locations with a valid TRO will be enforced 
in line with the Councils enforcement 
priorities. 

Objector’s Follow Up Email Response to the Objector 

Thank you for your comments. I have considered 
your points but wish to maintain my objections. I 
would also ask that my comments in this email be 
added to the objection please. 
 
To reiterate the car park is solely for the use of 
the Park Users and it is signposted as such. 
The road outside […] is clearly marked with 
double yellow line. 
 
[Company] blatantly use both for extensive 
parking with no consideration for anyone or 
anything else besides their own selfish needs. 
 
On all my visits to this car park recently yet again 
the double yellow lines are extensively parked on. 
 
There is clearly a total absence of any Policing or 
parking control either from the local authority or 
private companies. DVLA clearly also aren't 
policing it for untaxed vehicles. 
 
What then would be the point in introducing 
parking restrictions which also clearly wont be 
policed in any way? 
 
Generally the park users are a reasonable lot and 
would likely comply with new restrictions whilst 
the abusers of the car park simply wont! 
 
If the argument was that the new restrictions will 
be police then why not simply police the current 
restrictions? 

The current road markings are not backed 
up by Traffic Regulation Order hence they 
cannot be enforced and tickets cannot be 
issued by Civil Enforcement Officers. 

Once the Traffic Regulation Order will be 
sealed restrictions will be enforceable.  

The time limit on the off-street parking 
places will prevent long stay parking and 
allow turnover of spaces for residents and 
visitors of the green spaces and nearby 
amenities.  
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DELIBERATIONS OF THE TRAFFIC ADVISORY PANEL 
 
Due to current pandemic situation there was no Traffic Advisory Panel meeting however the 
objector will be invited to Lead Member Briefing meeting. 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
It is recommended that the Lead Member for Planning and Sustainable Development 
consider the contents of this report and make a decision to overrule the objection and 
authorise the making of the Traffic Regulation Order in the form given in the Notice of 
Proposals as set out at Appendix 1 hereto.  
 
Appendix: 
 

1. Schedule as advertised 
2. Plan as advertised 
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KEY COUNCIL POLICIES: Local Transport Plan 

 
 
EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:  
 
Currently there is unrestricted parking on the Car Park and it is parked upon for long periods 
during the working day which is reducing the availability of parking places for people visiting 
local facilities. 
 
Introducing an Off-Street Parking Order at this location will remove the all-day parking that 
currently takes place and create a turnover of spaces for all users. 

 
 
ASSESSMENT OF RISK:  
 
The restrictions will be marked out in accordance with the Traffic Signs Manual and Traffic 
Sign Regulations and General Directions (TSRGD 2016). 

 
 
LEGAL IMPLICATIONS:  

 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

 
 
PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS: There are no procurement implications contained within this 
report. 

 
 
HR IMPLICATIONS: N/A 

 
 
OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: None 

 
 
CONTACT OFFICER: Judyta Hands, Robert Owen         
 
WARDS TO WHICH REPORT RELATES: Pendlebury. 
 
 
Strategic Director, Place 


